Notes from August 30, 2007 PESC Conference Call
to Develop the XML Standard for the Application for Admission

Discussion on the call was begun by Adriana Farella, chair of the Workgroup, at 5 minutes after the hour.

**Schema Review:** Today, we continued our second review of the schema.

*Applicant.Family.FamilyMember.EducationalLevel:* No changes were made to this data element in the schema, but the Implementation Guide needs to indicate that this data element is really the highest level of education completed by the family member.

*Applicant.Family.FamilyMember.ReligiousAffiliation:* It was agreed that this data element should not be repeatable. The schema needs to be changed.

*Applicant.Family.FamilyMember.Occupation:* No changes were recommended.

*Applicant.Family.FamilyMember.PrivacyRestriction:* After some discussion, the group recommended that we delete this complex data element. If this information were to be collected, it would probably be done after admission.

*Applicant.Family.FamilyMember.Legacy:* It was decided that this information was needed, but the schema needs to be redone for this data element. It was also agreed that everything within this data element refers to the school to which the applicant is applying. It was also agreed that the complex data element “Legacy” should be repeatable.

It was agreed that the information that needs to be collected is as follows:

a. Year the Family Member began attending the school (format CCYY)

b. Year the Family Member stopped attending (format CCYY)

c. Specific school attended, e.g., another university within the state system, or a college within the university (text string with max of 60)

d. Name of Degree or Award earned (text string with max of 60)

e. Complex data element “ApplicationQuestions”

e. Repeatable simple data element “NoteMessage”

This is as far as we got on today’s call which ended at 49 minutes after the hour.
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Applicant.Application.ApplicationFee: After the call ended, Peter Haney raised a question about how to collect information about payment of an application fee. I don’t remember any discussion on this topic, so we probably need to discuss it on the next call. We may have decided to have a separate schema for the transmission of the fee.

Next Call: On our next call, we plan to start our review of “Applicant.Residency” which is on page 180 of 558 of the draft Guide dated 2007 07 31.

There will be no call next week. The next call will be Thursday, September 13, at noon Eastern (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, 9 am Pacific) Daylight Saving Time. Call 800.508.7631; Room code *9976409*.
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